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Answer Question No.1 Compulsory 6X2=12 M

Answer ONE Question from each Unit 4X12=48 M

1. a) Define network topology

b) Which layer is responsible for logical addressing?

c) Datagram Subnet

d) Applications of broadcasting

e) How Virtual circuit is different from Physical connection

f) Email.

UNIT-I
2. a) List the advantages and disadvantages of having international standards for net-

work, Protocols?

b) Write short notes on interfaces and services of ISO layers.

(OR)
3. a) Compare and contrast OSI and TCP/IP models.

b) Explain the characteristic features of Twisted pair and Coaxial cable.

UNIT-II
4. a) Draw and explain HDLC frame format.

b) The following data fragment occurs in the middle of a data stream for which the

character-stuffing algorithm described in the text is used: DLE, STX, A, DLE, B,

DLE, ETX. What is the output after stuffing?

(OR)
5. a) Give a brief on Ethernet and Wireless LANs and their characteristics.

b) When bit stuffing is used, is it possible for the loss, insertion, or modification of a

single bit to cause an error not detected by the checksum? If not, why not? If so,

how? Does the checksum length play a role here? Explain.

P.T.O
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UNIT-III

6. What is non-adaptive routing? Explain any two non-adaptive routing algorithms.

(OR)

7. a) Explain Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm.

b) Consider graph given in figure. Computer the shortest path form A to D.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Give a brief on TCP and UDP and give the applications which prefer UDP to TCP.

Give suitable justifications?

b) Draw and explain in detail the TCP Header.

(OR)

9. Explain how privacy is achieved in e-mail system?
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1. a) Network software

b) Characteristic features of WAN

c) What is flooding?

d) Concept of Buffering

e) Are deadlocks possible with the transport entity? If so, how?

f) What is Cryptanalysis?

UNIT-I
2. a) What are the different physical media and their characteristics and differentiate

between optical fibre and coax?

b) “Novell Netware looks more like TCP/IP than like OSI”. Justify.

(OR)
3. a) Make a technical comparison between OSI & TCP/IP reference model.

b) Discuss the importance of electromagnetic spectrum in communication.

UNIT-II
4. a) Discuss circuit switching and packet switching methods. Also discuss their merits

and demerits.

b) What is a token? Discuss  the protocol of token ring LAN in general and explain

various token bus control frames.

(OR)
5. a) What is framing? Discuss various framing techniques?

b) Draw the phase diagram for bringing a line up and down using PPP?

UNIT-III
6. Define congestion. Give the reasons for congestion and explain the steps involved in

congestion control? Explain how congestion control is different from flow control.

P.T.O
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(OR)

7. a) Explain in detail Distance vector routing

b) What is the format of Cell in ATM? Compare Permanent V.C with Switched V.C.

in ATM.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Why Pseudo header is used in computing TCP Checksum? Explain how TCP

controls congestion?

b) How TCP uses sliding window to achieve flow control?

(OR)

9. a) In E-mail system, where the E-mail messages are stored any why?

b) Give a brief on Domain Name System (DNS) and explain why DNS uses distrib-

uted data bases?
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1. a) What are the uses of a computer network?

b) Which layer is responsible for logical addressing?

c) Brief on Remote bridges?

d) Distinguish single mode fiber and multi mode fiber

e) What is meant by Datagram Subnet?

f) What is the functionality that is supported by user agent?

g) What is MBone?

UNIT-I

2. a) Discuss the classification of Networks according to their size?

b) Discuss the various design issues related to the layers in ISO-OSI model?

(OR)

3. a) Mention the different protocols used in data link layer. Explain the operation of

HDLC protocol?

b) What is framing? Discuss various framing techniques?

UNIT-II

4. a) What is pure ALOHA and slotted ALOHA? Mention the advantages of slotted

ALOHA?

b) Discuss about fast Ethernet cabling?

P.T.O
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5. Write short notes on:

a) Ethernet

b) Wireless LAN

c) Source routing bridge

UNIT-III

6. Give a brief on the following routing algorithms:

a) Distance vector routing

b) Hierarchical routing

(OR)

7. a) UDP provides only connectionless service. For applications which use UDP how

you provide reliability. Explain.

b) Suggest modifications to TCP to make it suitable for short data transfers.

UNIT-IV

8. What is DNS? What is its use and how DNS works? Explain.

(OR)

9. a) What is the difference in playing Audio and Video in streaming mode and down-

load mode? Explain.

b) Give a brief on Resource records and Name servers.
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1. a) Brief on frame relay

b) Concept of framing

c) Virtual LANs

d) Purpose of Repeaters

e) Mention policies that affect congestion in Transport layer

f) Transport Service Primitives

g) Brief on Domain Name System

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain the uses of computer networks.

b) Explain the OSI reference model. Compare OSI reference model with TCP/IP

reference model.

(OR)

3. a) Explain Error Detection and Correction with suitable example for each.

b) What are the services provided by Data Link Layer to Network Layer? Explain

UNIT-II

4. a) Give a Comparison of the channel utilization versus load for various random-

access protocls.

b) Explain Ethernet MAC Sublayer Protocol.

P.T.O
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(OR)

5. a) Explain bit map protocol as a collision free protocol.

b) Give characteristic features and variants in Fast Ethernet and Giga bit Ethernet.

UNIT-III

6. a) Explain why routing is very important in networking. Illustrate any one of the

routing algorithm used in networks.

b) Discuss about the packet switching concept.

(OR)

7. a) What is transport protocol? Explain different elements of transport protocl.

b) Explain the Real Time Transport protocol with its header format.

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain HTTP protocol in detail. Write in detail about get and post methods.

b) Explain the DNS Name Space and DNS protocol.

(OR)

9. a) Explain basic functions of e-mail systems.

b) Explain SMTP and its drawbacks? Explain advantages of MIME.
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1. a) IP Address

b) Burst error

c) Ethernet

d) MAN

e) WWW

f) Fiber optics

g) Star topology

UNIT-I

2. Give a brief overview of TCP/IP protocol architecture and explain the function of each

layer.

(OR)

3. What is an Guided Transmission media? Explain in detail.

UNIT-II

4. a) Explain in detail about error detection.

b) Explain the sliding window protocols.

(OR)

5. Describe the data link layer switching.

UNIT-III

6. What is a Routing? Explain in detail about Distance Vector Routing and Link State Rout-

ing algorithms.

P.T.O
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(OR)

7. a) Discuss in detail about IPV4.

b) Explain about Tunneling

UNIT-IV

8. a) Explain about TCP congestion control mechanism.

b) Write header format of UDP.

(OR)

9. a) Explain what e-mail systems can do and how they are organized.

b) Explain the Name Servers and audio compression.
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1. Define the following

a) Virtual Terminal

b) Acknowledgement

c) Modem

d) LAN

e) UDP

f) Digital signature

g) Jitter

h) Blue tooth

i) BGP

j) Fiber optics

k) Data gram

l) Session routing

m) Cryptography

n) Mesh topology

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain about Local area Networks.

b) Explain clearly about wireless Networks.

(OR)

3. Explain clearly about Radio transmission and Microwave transmission.

P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. Explain about Error detecting and Error correcting codes.

(OR)

5. Explain about CSMA and WDMA protocols.

UNIT-III

6. Explain about Broadcast routing and multicast routing.

(OR)

7. Explain about Tunneling and Fragmentation.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain clearly about Flow control and buffering.

(OR)

9. Explain about message formats and how message transfer in Email.
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1. a) What are the advantages of layered architecture?

b) What are the drawbacks of bus topology?

c) What is the need for protocols?

d) What are the different types of redundancy checks used in data communication?

e) What is the function of medium access channel?

f) What do you mean by Ethernet?

g) Define contention and congestion

h) Differentiate between static and dynamic routing.

i) List the main points to be considered while forwarding the IP datagrams.

j) What congestion control strategy in adapted in TCP?

k) What is the purpose of sequence number in a TCP packet?

l) What is the use of checksum in the UDP header?

UNIT-I

2. a) Assume 6 devices are arranged in a mesh topology. How many cables & ports are

needed? Calculate the same for ring topology.

b) What is TCP/IP model? Explain the functions, protocols and services of each

layer. Compare it with OSI model.

(OR)

3. a) Compare and contrast the transmission media used for computer networks on the

basis of Cost, Bandwidth, Attenuation and EMI.

b) State the services provided by the network to organizations. P.T.O
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UNIT-II

4. a) Explain in detail about the ARQ-sliding window algorithm with their merits and

demerits.

b) List the types of errors that remains undetectable by the checksum.

(OR)

5. a) What is pure aloha and slotted aloha? Consider the delay at low load, which one

has less delay. Discuss the reason briefly.

b) Write short notes on Wireless networks.

UNIT-III

6. a) Discuss briefly about the Internet routing protocols.

b) List the principles of congestion control.

(OR)

7. a) Explain about the Internetworking.

b) Discuss in detail about the reliable flooding technique based on link state (OSPF)

protocol.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain in detail about the various TCP congestion control mechanisms.

(OR)

9. a) Write short notes on UDP.

b) Describe in detail about the connection establishment and termination using TCP.
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1. a) What is meant by reliable transmission?

b) List the differences between hub topology and star topology.

c) What are the design factors for transmission media?

d) What are the essential properties of the polynomial?

e) What is meant by clock based framing?

f) What is hidden/exposed terminal problem?

g) What is meant by congestion control?

h) Define reliable flooding

i) What is the relationship between a domain name and an IP subnet number?

j) What ideas can you point out the TCP is a reliable byte stream protocol?

k) What is meant by silly window syndrome?

l) Mention the common header fields related to message transport.

UNIT-I

2. a) Explain the following networks

i) LAN ii) MAN

iii) WAN iv) ARPANET

b) List the general characteristics of co-axial cable.

(OR)

3. a) Define computer networks. Discuss various topologies of computer networks. List

the advantages and disadvantages of each topology.

P.T.O
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b) Discuss briefly about wireless transmission.

UNIT-II

4. a) What types of errors can be detected by Parity Check Code? Explain with a

suitable example how it is implemented?

b) Compare and contrast stop & wait protocols with sliding window protocols

(OR)

5. a) Explain different types of CSMA protocols in detail.

b) Write short notes on IEEE 802 LAN standards.

UNIT-III

6. a) Elaborate in detail about the impacts of count to infinity problem in distance

vector routing.

b) Describe in detail about the route optimization in Mobile IP.

(OR)

7. a) What is IPv6? Explain its frame format. What are the advantages of IPv6?

b) Explain about the OSPF protocol and list the merits and demerits.

UNIT-IV

8. Explain any two of the following with respect to TCP

a) End-to-end issues

b) Segment format

c) Connection establishment & termination.

(OR)

9. a) Explain about the UDP message queue technique with neat sketch.

b) Write short notes on RTP.
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